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Abstract. This paper introduces a novel approach to enhancing cryptographic security. It proposes the use of one-time message sharing combined with Physically Unclonable Functions (PUF) to securely exchange keys and generate an S-subbyte-box for encryption. This innovative technique aims to elevate the security standards of cryptographic applications.
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1 Proposed one time message share machnism to exchange key securely multiple time using PUF between two device or network

Fig. 1. Key exchange using PUF

In this approach, an arbiter Physically Unclonable Function (PUF) is modeled using machine learning or deep learning algorithms [1] in Device A and
subsequently transferred to Device B as shown in Fig.1. Both devices are provided with identical challenges to their respective modeled PUFs, resulting in the generation of a shared secret key. This shared secret key finds application in various secure data transfer scenarios. Moreover, in this scheme, the PUF can be modeled in either Device A or Device B and then transferred to the other side. Alternatively, a common server can be employed to generate the modeled PUF and share it with both Device A and Device B. "message sharing mechanism integrated with Physically Unclonable Functions (PUF) serves to elevate the security standards of cryptographic applications." Note: This modeled PUF can be obfuscated and securely stored, leveraging the inherent security of PUF technology.

The benefits of this scheme are twofold: it offers uniqueness and flexibility in generating multiple private keys on both sides while also providing robust protection against computational attacks."

2 Proposed Scheme is using PUF to generate S(sub-byte)Box for unique Encryption

In this approach, the S-BOX for encryption is created through PUF technology as shown in Fig.2, ensuring a unique encryption process, leading to device-specific, unpredictable computations. This, in turn, reduces the implementation complexity of Hardware Security Modules (HSMs). Moreover, employing a one-time message sharing mechanism with PUF enables distinct encryption and decryption for each device. Further, I can use this PUF for unique key generation and side channel resistance [2].

![Fig. 2. S-BOX using PUF](image)

3 Proof for this approaches

3.1 First approach

From [1] one of my research shown that Arbiter PUF can be modelled using artificial intelligent (AI) and its has large challenge response pairs. So this can shared onetime to securely generate multiple private key on both side. Therby side channel attacks [2] and Plain text attack [3] is become much harder.
3.2 Second approach

From [1] and [2] it state that PUF can be used to generate truly random number. Constant value of S-BOX is used in the every encryption. If we use the PUF to generate this constant value, then it is unique to the device [1] and computation become unknown (non-deterministic).

4 Conclusion

In conclusion, the integration of PUF technology in the one-time key sharing process, along with the generation of a unique S-BOX for encryption, significantly elevates the security of cryptographic applications. The use of PUF-generated keys adds an inherent layer of complexity, making them extremely challenging to compute or replicate.
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